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Pallet labels for raw materials according to GS1-128 standard 
 
 
All pallets and containers supplied to Conditorei Coppenrath & Wiese must be provided with a barcode 
label. The layout of the label must comply with the following standard: 
 

GS1   Label Applications using the UCC/GS1-128 Application Identifier Standard 
 
The pallet label identifies our own finished products as well as products externally supplied to us. It should 
clearly identify the contents and origin of the product. 
 
For further information regarding GS1-128 standard, please refer to www.gs1.org. 
 
 

1. Label configuration 
 
Label dimensions: 
 
approx. 210 mm (height)/150 mm (width) 
 
Barcode: 
 
The UCC/GS1-128 code must be used (refer to #3 as well as GS1-128 manual). 
 
Location and number of labels per pallet: 
 
According to GS1 recommendations there should be one label on each front end and one per long side. 
 
The label should be placed 450mm (± 50mm) from the bottom of the pallet, centrally positioned between 
the lateral edges. 
 
Pallet alignment for loading and unloading of lorries 
 
To ensure an efficient loading and unloading process for our production and storage area, please ensure 
a consistent alignment of pallets when loading the lorries (especially during manual loading/unloading). 
 
Indication of size: 
 
The following information regarding font size is for guidance only, they can slightly vary depending on 
printer and chosen typeface. 

  

http://www.gs1.org/
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2. Pallet label elements 
 
2.1. Plain text information 
 
2.1.1. Header (Line 1) 
 
 if applicable company logo   approx. 24 mm (height)/ 38 mm (width) 
 
 time of label compilation   imprint next to article number 
      
2.1.2. Header (Line 2) 

 
Article description in plain text 
 
Character size    approx. 10 mm (height)/proportional font 

      
2.1.3. Number of shipping units SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code) 
 
 Headline = ´ /SSCC:´  size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
  
 Digit 1   =  reserve digit ´3´ (= undefined shipping unit) 
 Digit 2-8 =  GLN (= company prefix, 7 digits), 
        without GLN processing is impossible 
 Digit 9-17 =  internal and definite pallet number 
 Digit 18 =  check digit (according to Modulo 10) 
 
 Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width) 
 
2.1.4. Trading unit GTIN 
 
 Headline = ´GTIN:´   size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
 
 Digit 1  = constant ´0´ 
 Digit 2-13 = GTIN of the article incl. check digit 
 Digit 14 = check digit (according to Modulo 103) 
 
 Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width) 
 
2.1.5. Pallet Quantity 
 
 Headline = ´Quantity:´   size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
 
 Digit 1-4 = number of shipping units per pallet e.g. ´0060´ 
 
 Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width) 
 
2.1.6. Number of layers per pallet 
 
 Headline = ‘GTIN/Layer x Layer:’ size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
 
 Digit 1-8 = (number of shipping units (case) x number of layers per pallet) e.g. ´(10 x 6)´ 
 
 Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width) 
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2.1.7. Batch codes/Lot-codes 
 

Headline = ‘lot-code’   size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
 

The batch code can contain up to 20 digits according to the standard. The number has to be 
definite within one year. 

 
Digit 1-20 = lot-code/batch code 
 
Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width)  

 
2.1.8 Expiration date 
 

Headline = ‘BBD’   size:  7 mm (height)/proportional font 
 
 Digit 1-8 = Best before date DD.MM.YY (plain text format only) 
 

Character size    approx. 7 mm (height)/5 mm (width)  
 

 
2.1.9 Pallet gross weight 
 
 Headline: = ‘Weight kg‘ 
 
 Digit 1-5 = pallet weight in kg e.g. ‘384,00‘     
 
Explanatory note: 
 
The information regarding font size is for guidance only, a variation of the final label layout is possible. 
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3. Barcode 
 
The barcode is displayed in GS1-128. (refer to GS1-128 manual). 
 
The complete barcode is displayed in 3 lines; underneath the barcode the information is given in plain 
text, the data identifier (DB) is shown in brackets. 
 
 
3.1. Barcode Line 1 
 
 Alternative 1: for varying amounts/weights/length 
  

- DB ´01´ GTIN of the trading unit (refer to # 2.1.4.) with leading ´9´   14 Digits 
For varying amounts 

 - DB ´30´ number of shipping units per pallet (refer to # 2.1.5.)       6 Digits 
 For weight 
 - DB ´3100´ net weight in kg          6 Digits 
 For length 
 - DB ´3110´ length in metres          6 Digits 

- DB ´15´ BBD (refer to # 2.1.8), format: YYMMDD       6 Digits 
 
 - example (01)94008577004109(3100)001150(15)081231 
   GTIN 4008577004109, 1150 kg net weight, BBD 31.12.2008 
 

Alternative 2: for constant amount in unit/carton 
  

- DB ´02 ´ GTIN of the trading unit (refer to # 2.1.4.) with leading ´0´   14 Digits 
 - DB ´15´ BBD (refer to # 2.1.8), format: YYMMDD       6 Digits 
 - DB ´37´ number of cases          8 Digits 
 

- example (02)04008577004106(15)081231(37)000025 
  GTIN 4008577004106, BBD 31.12.2008, 25 cases per pallet 

 
 Alternative 3: for varying amounts in unit/carton 
  

- DB ´02 ´ GTIN of the trading unit (refer to # 2.1.4.) with leading ´9´   14 Digits 
 - DB ´15´ BBD (refer to # 2.1.8), format: YYMMDD       6 Digits
 - DB ´37´ number of cases          8 Digits 
 - DB ´30´ number of pieces                          8 Digits 
 - DB ´310x´  net weight in kg          6 Digits 
 

- example (02)94008577004109(15)081231(37)000001(3100)000950 
  GTIN 4008577004109, MHD 31.12.2008, 1 Karton, Nettogewicht 950kg 
 
If you use a leading ´9`, a varying data element (e.g. net weight of pallet) is needed! 
 
The GTIN used in the examples can not be used and must be replaced by your own number. The 
company prefix is the property of Coppenrath & Wiese KG. 
 
Imprint in bar format (vertical to pallet bottom edge) 

 height 32 mm / width 165 mm maximum (refer to GS1-128 manual) 
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3.2. Barcode Line 2 
 
 - DB ´3302´ gross weight in kg with 2 decimal places       6 Digits 
 - DB ´10´ Batch number (refer to # 2.1.7)      20 Digits 
 
 - example (3302)103300(10)L20060831A1127 
   1033,00 kg gross weight, batch number L20060831A1127 
 
 Imprint in bar format (vertical to pallet bottom edge) 
 height 32 mm / width 165 mm maximum (refer to GS1-128 manual) 
  
 
 
3.2. Barcode Line 3 
 
 - DB ´00´ NVE/SSCC Definite pallet number (refer to # 2.1.3.)   18 Digits 
  
 - example (00)340085770000123457 
   NVE 340085770000123457 
  

The NVE/SSCC used in the examples can not be used and must be replaced by your own 
number. The company prefix is the property of Coppenrath & Wiese KG. 

 
Imprint in bar format (vertical to pallet bottom edge) 

 height 32 mm / width 165 mm maximum (refer to GS1-128 manual) 
  
 
 
 
Explanatory note:  
The sequence of the barcode elements and the lines is arbitrary to ensure a sensible utilisation of the 
barcode lines. 
 
In the data identifier for weights and lengths (metre) the last digit in the data identifier depicts the number 
of decimal places (e.g. 3302 for 2 decimal places)! 
 
 
 

3. Additional GS1-128-label 
 
In case of return transfer, to ensure an ideal process between the production and storage areas, there 
should be an extra (loose) pallet label within the pallet shrink wrap, additional to the stickered label! 
 
The information on this label must include at least the article-GTIN (refer to Barcode line 1) and pallet 
number (refer to barcode line 3) as both barcode and plain text. 
 
Alternatively the standard GS1-128-label can be supplied! 
 
  


